SAVANT CLIMATE
Comfort at Your Command
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SAVANT MULTISTAT
Intelligent climate control in tandem with sophisticated home
automation, the Savant Multistat lets you orchestrate all the
comforts of home at a touch.

VERSATILE

QUICK SETUP

GUESSWORK ELIMINATED

The Savant Multistat has stylish
finish options with a high resolution
touchscreen that looks great on the wall,
or can be hidden from sight for a clean
look using remote mounted sensors.

The Savant Multistat is easy to set up
and configure using the new On Screen
Wizard, allowing Savant Integrators and
HVAC professionals to fully set up and
test the Multistat prior to integration
with a larger control system.

Easy to use touch interface with shaded
background that displays heating and
cooling status. Integrates with the
Savant Host to create and manage
schedules based on time of day, day of
week or day of the year to suit your life
across the seasons.

CLIMATE OPTIMIZED

WAY BEYOND CLIMATE
CONTROL

SIMPLY CUSTOM

The Multistat includes an integrated
humidity sensor and a remote mounted
temperature sensor for precise
temperature readings from just the right
spot. Additional optional sensors include
outdoor temperature sensors, vent
sensors, air return sensors and more.

Control is at hand as the high resolution
touchscreen acts as more than just
a thermostat interface and is able to
activate Savant Scenes at a touch.

One Multistat can stand on it’s own, or
as part of a large system using many
Multistats, Savant Climate modules and
sensors to create the ultimate in custom
comfort systems.

MORE THAN A THERMOSTAT
With Multistat, whole home control is at hand. Imagine calling up
a custom Savant “Relax” Scene that dims the lights, lowers the
shades, cues your playlist and lights your gas fireplace.

SAVANT CLIMATE
MODULES & SENSORS
Expandable and Scalable

OPTIONAL SENSORS

MORE SENSOR INPUTS

MORE RELAYS

Optional sensors include humidity,
indoor temperature, outdoor
temperature, vent sensors, air return
sensors, commercial grade plenum
sensors and more.

Add additional temperature or humidity
sensing modules, including multiple
points of room sensing, outdoor
temperature and in-duct plenum
sensors. Multiple zones can be used with
one module, or multiple sensors can be
used in a single zone.

Add additional modules to increase
HVAC system capacity without adding
additional thermostats. Add control for
zones with self contained PTAC units, or
add additional relay controlled devices,
such as humidification, dehumidification,
or extra zone dampers.
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